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FOREWORD TO
ENGLISH EDITION
WRITTEN BY THE
AUTHOR
This edition has been translated to English
from Italian directly by me. All things I know
about music and composition were learned by
me in Italian. So I didn’t study English
terminology about music and music theory. I
apologize since now for all mistakes and
inaccuracies
specially

you
with

can

ﬁnd

reference

in

this
to

book,
English

terminology about music. The same is valid
about bibliography and notes: I have le
Italian notes and references and I have not
done the eﬀort to substitute them with valid
English books and references... I know that it
will be not very useful for all not-Italian
speakers... Please forgive me and consider this
book as a fantasy reading and not as a
scholastic book, take from this reading only
3

facts and notions you will ﬁnd interesting and
not all the music theory that I have exposed to
clarify

my

musical

works

and

experiences. Have a good reading!
The Author
Iacopo Del Panta
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my

life

INTRODUCTION
WHY I HAVE
WRITTEN THIS BOOK
If you are reading this e-book, probably you
have heard some of my musical works: maybe
you

have

at

your

disposal

one

of

my

collections, recently issued under the two
volumes entitled “Digital Collection Vol.1” [1]
and “Digital Collection Vol. 2” [2]. So it is
possible that you are interested in classic
music and - more specifically - in composition
and in those compositive processes that bring
to

the

creation

alternatively

you

of

musical

could

have

work...

or

heard

my

compositions cause of you are a friend of
mine... and you would miss neither the
reading of this book... in that case I will be
greatly gratefull to you since now!!!
In both cases, the purpose of this publication
is to provide a guide to the listening of my
musical works, that otherwise could seem
quite abstract and a bit foolish and senseless
5

for the most... this happens because during the
compositive process I was been following very
accurate rails and predetermined rules... that
obviously are not comprehensible starting
from finished work.
Besides this, representing the starting urge
to write this title, I cannot escape from telling
about myself, my identity and about the
reasons why one day I found myself - not
properly little aged - keeping in my hands
university manuals and professional so wares
about

composition

with

the

purpose

to

measure myself against international contests,
managing

with

all

the

compositive

instruments (not always being prefectly in the
know...)

representing

the

academic

background of all the professional composers
(that I obviously respect and honour): in the
ﬁnal

analysis

they

are

harmony

and

counterpoint.
But... let’s take one thing at a time: a short
excursus through my biography and my skills
could be clarifying about the experiences,
which hereunder I will tell about.

[1] Available in mp3 version in the commonest streaming
stores, and also on physical cd at this link:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JOWBJ8C
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[2] Available in mp3 version in the commonest streaming
stores, and also on physical cd at this link:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JOWBJZ0
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CHAPTER I
MY PASSION FOR
NUMBERS AND...
SOME BASICS OF
HARMONY SCIENCE
Who is familiar with me - and also who
simply has read the information in my web
site [1] - knows that in my life I manage mostly
administration and tax: cause of a professional
studying course of many years (and some
hesitation

but

consequent

during

scientiﬁc

mostly
the

secondary

coherent
time),
school,

started

and
at

through

Mechanical Engineering (one year) and the
degree in Economics after 4 years... then many
years working as executive, articled clerk and
licensed public accountant / ﬁscal consultant:
this is nowadays my job and I’m doing it as
self-employed.
(I’m grateful you because if you are reading
this notes, you are also interested in my
8

biography and my skills...).
Of course in my DNA I have such a bookkeeping attitude - better a “numeric” one - that
I'm bringing with myself since my childhood:
numbers and their combinations have been
always stimulating me. I have all along a
facility

for

numbers:

this

explains

my

“success” in accounting jobs (at least I’m
providing a professional service and I am paid
for it!), more that in the administrative ones
(with law and jurisprudence I am not such a
phenomenon...).
It seems me natural all the things regarding
numbers,

number

series

and

their

combinations: the same Nature is based on
numerical ratios and sequences (for example
see the “golden sequence” or the numbers of
“Fibonacci”), and obviously the Music too, that
is made from perfect vibrations produced by
strings or membranes, producing they too
resonance
sounds”)

vibrations
that

(so-called

you

can

“harmonic

quantify

and

determinate on precise numerical ratios. To
verify personally the simplicity and the truth
of these concepts you can easily read a musical
grammar.
Through the way, the classic and wellknown

distinction

between
9

“major”

and

“ m i n o r ” tonalities

(childish

considered

joyous/sad tonalities: but I don’t deepen on
these conventions because they have been
fully surpassed by all the musical critic) is
based on a simply numerical ratio.
For example: C-major chord that all people
knows (C - E - G [2]) sounds”major” because E
is an harmonic sound with reference to C:
when E sounds, “E” vibrations resound with
“C” vibrations and reinforce one of the sounds
that are already present in the air when you
sound C string on piano, for example.
On the contrary when you play E-ﬂat (for
those that have not a big familiarity with the
notes, that is the black key before E on the
piano keyboard), you are going to produce a
sound that is an half-tone lower compared to
the natural harmonic sound of C string and
this “clash” sound will be heard from our ear in such a subconscious way - like a “missing”:
the consequence is a “sadness” feeling that
traditionally is associated to minor chords, in
fact the sounds “C - E ﬂat - G” represent Cminor chord.
So there is no mystery: “sadness” perception
joined to minor chord is simply a signal of our
ear, informing us that we are listening to a
series

of

sounds

(C
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with

its

secondary

harmonics including E) and another sound
that is discordant compared with the ﬁrst one
(E-ﬂat with its secondary harmonics...), and
this dissonance make us “sad” because the two
sounds vibrate without affection each other.
(Here you can open an entire chapter about
our innate aptitude to vibrate in aﬀection with
our fellow men and otherwise about various
stereotype and competitive clichés that we are
inculcated into since our childhood... but this
isn’t the purpose of this work [3]).
Now I add the last plug to this little theoretic
bracket: for who have never seen graphic
representation of harmonic sounds produced
by a note, you can open whatever musical
grammar’s

manual [4] or make a simply

internet research.
Harmonic

sounds

are

produced

“by

degrees”: more are they complex, more are
they shrill and near each other: the ﬁrst sound
is an octave over, the second sound a fifth over
and then the sounds become closer and closer
each other as they becomes high-pitched.
For this reason the “bass” (that is the melodic
line produced from the instrument with the
lowest-pitched tone) in all compositions has
always a primary importance and beneﬁts
from particular rules. The bass has the role to
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hold all the overhanging harmony and to
inﬂuence those sounds with its harmonics. For
this reason, most of the times (in the most
steady harmonies) you will ﬁnd at the bass the
main note of the chord (so called “basic” or
“fundamental” condition): for example on case
of C-major with note “C” at the bass. Whereas
for any reason you ﬁnd at the bass another
note (for example “E”), you will have recourse
to an apposite “science” so called “turned
chords” [5].
This occurs because “E” at bass produces
diﬀerent harmonics from “C” and has not the
same eﬀect that would produce “C” at bass: in
a practical way the same notes “C - E - G”
(perfect three-sounds chord) in this order
produce an eﬀect; the same notes disposed in
a diﬀerent order (for example “E - G - C”)
produce a diﬀerent eﬀect: the harmony is the
same (always C-major in both cases) but we
perceive it in a diﬀerent way. We are talking
about C-major “ﬁrst turned chord” (called also
6-3 because it generates sixth and third
intervals with the higher notes). This chord is
not so stable as the chord in its “fundamental
state” and it needs - by force of circumstances
-

to

become

integrated

composition’s developments.
12

through

further

This occurs because “E” on bass creates
diﬀerent harmonics that are not in liking with
the other notes of the C-major chord, contrary
to what happens when on bass there is “C”.
Most of times the notes are represented on
the musical stave or they are imagined as
piano keys: I am on the advice that the most
“mathematical” existing instrument is guitar,
where all the notes are disposed in such an
orderly way on the guitar neck through the
“key”. It is clear the concept that, if a string
becomes shorter, the vibration frequency
becomes higher (I would say through a
“logarithmic” scale), moreover it is very easy
to do experiments on harmonics, stopping
strings on diﬀerent points of their length...
Piano is “deceptive” because black keys are
smaller than the white ones, but notes are
exactly at the same distance of an half-tone
each other for a total of 12 half-tones that set
up a scale...
I only point out that all “classic” harmony
(that is harmony our perception is getting
used to listen and that appears “normal” to
“western” ear: Mozart, Bach, but also all the
pop

and

melodic

pop

modern

music)

proceeds through cadences (“cadenza”) and
progressions ("progressione"). Cadences are
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chords’ successions according to recurring
models that are perceived from our ear as
natural chords’ successions [6]. They are based
on the principle that motion is followed by
reaction,

question

by

answer:

“classic”

harmony proceeds through dynamics states, it
is never static.
An initial point of “rest” (for example C
major)

is

very

probably

followed

by

a

“tension” point (that is the ﬁ h scale degree in
the “perfect” cadence, in C-major scale it
corresponds to “G”): a er that, human ear
expects the returning to initial sound (C major)
as the most natural solution. In fact, if we
found “A-minor” in our return instead of “Cmajor”, we would speak about “deceptive
cadence” just because this fact “deceives” the
expecting of the listener (we will return on this
technique when we will be speaking about
modulations, because “deception cadence” is a
typical method to “modulate”, that is to
change tonality).
“G” note is in a very important relationship
with “C” note, cause of its position on the
“ﬁ h” over C (that is ﬁve notes over C). The
“ﬁ h” is a very signiﬁcant interval inside the
scale, so much so that it doesn’t change even if
the tonality’s mode change (major or minor).
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Moreover, note located a “third” over “G” (that
is “B”) tends towards “C” (so much so it is
called “sensible” [7]) and this fact reinforces
more again the importance of the ﬁ h grade
of the scale. The note “in the middle” between
the “toned” (C) and the ﬁ h (G) is called
”median” in the manuals and it can change: for
example “E” (C-major) or “E-ﬂat” (C-minor).
“Fi h” is always the same on both “C-major”
and “C-minor” (that is “G”), as the “Fourth” is
always the same (that is “F”): for this reason
“fourth”

and

“ﬁ h”

intervals

are

called

“perfect” whereas “third” and “sixth” ones for
example can be “major” or “minor”.
Moreover, as just said, major chord on the
ﬁ h note (“G major”) includes inside “B” note,
that is an half-tone below “C” and tends
naturally towards it: for this reason “B” note
(in

the

tonal

ﬁeld

of

C

major,

that

is

considering the C major scale) is called
“sensible” and tends towards “C”; whereas “G”
chord as called “dominant” (as regards “C”)
and tends towards “C major” chord (“C” is the
“toned”, that is the fundamental sound of the
tonality, the ﬁrst grade of the scale). Finally
the opposite chord of a “ﬁ h” (C - G) is a
"fourth" (G - C), whereas the opposite chord of
a “major third” (C - E) is a “minor sixth” (E 15

C); moreover the opposite chord of a “minor
third” (C - E-ﬂat) is a “major sixth” (E-ﬂat - C),
this is another reason that allows to deﬁne as
“perfect” “fourth” and “fifth” intervals.
This rule is so strong that classic harmony
has always forbidden the use of so-called
“parallel ﬁ hs”, that are melodies going in a
“parallel” way at a ﬁ h interval length. This
because ear hears a fastidious sensation caused
from

the

following

ambiguous
each

other

perception
of

these

of

the

intervals.

Obviously there are exceptions (with reference
to J.S. Bach too), but they occur however on
very particular cases and are always justiﬁed
from particular requirement: they have never
been written for “themselves”. There are also
“metropolitan legends” telling about the story
of very famous composers committing in their
youth some “parallel ﬁ hs” mistakes (and
obviously it is a non-sense to speak about
“mistake”, rather than about “non-scholastic”
mode

to

solve

aesthetic

needs

of

the

composition), but I think that it is not the case
to study in depth this matter that is mainly
academic

and

no

more.

Obviously

this

“classic” rules have been replaced by very
complex evolutions of the harmonic speech,
and the entire matter has no more reason to
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exist: you can simply think to the serial and
“twelve-tone” music and to the variegated
expressive language of the contemporary and
last-century aged composers.
Last clarification: as said, “C - G” is a fifth; “G
- C” is a fourth. Then intervals change
according

to

the

bass-note.

This

is

a

fundamental aspect, for example, just as you
were thinking up a “fugue” (see later): this
musical
(“subject”

form
and

consists

of

two

“countersubject”)

melodies
chasing

themselves continuously through very precise
rules. It can happen (or better still it will
happen surely) that before subject is above the
countersubject, an in another occasion it is
below: on this case all the intervals change and
it will be needed to verify again the whole
counterpoint’s sequence and, on case, to
change one or both melodic lines considering
the

diﬀerent

combination

of

the

new

harmonic succession that counterpoint creates
during the time. On the contrary the threenotes-chord built on the fourth grade of the
scale (on C-major case, it is F-major) is called
“subdominant” because, in common auditory
perception, it represents a passing grade from
toned (“C”) to dominant (“G”).
The succession during the time of the
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sequence “C - F - G - C” determines the socalled “composed cadence”: it is an elementary
succession of three harmonic scale’s degrees
(toned - subdominant - dominant - toned) and
ear recognizes it as a dynamic movement of
elementary and accomplished sense, as much
as very o en it is used as “conﬁrmation
cadence” a er arriving into a new tonality
through a modulation. By combining all the
inﬁnite melodic possibilities that you can
connect to this harmonic sequence it is
possible to originate simply melodies with a
complete musical sense.
For example, if you add to F-major chord an
harmonic similar chord (with two common
sounds: “A” and “C”) in minor mode (that is Aminor, representing the sixth grade of the Cmajor scale), you obtain the well-known “Cmajor circle”, on which it has been composed
a lot of songs of the Italian pop music genre:
“C+ A- F+ G7 C+”.
On the contrary, progressions represent
harmonic sequences that repeats themselves
in a circular way through an ascending or
descending mode: their peculiarity is in the
fact that, as well as they are built through a
repetitive module, they allow the opportunity
to avoid some rules: human ear perceives their
18

repetitive character, being able to distinguish
the whole harmonic sense, even if you are in
presence of solutions that you could perceive
as ambiguous in other contexts.
Here

I

am

interference

at

in

the
the

end

of

this

variegated

little

ﬁeld

of

harmonic theory: I did this to demonstrate
that

harmony

is

regulated

by

rigorous

mathematical ratios, that you can also divert
but always with full knowledge of the facts.
As well as (and it is well-known by each
contemporary music’s researcher) since last
century big composers have explored strictly
“numerical” and “serial” compositional ﬁelds,
where it is mostly predominant calculative
and numerical aspect.
This

is

to

say

“combinatorics”

that

“numerical”

tendency

has

and

always

accompanied me during my studying years. It
made me enthusiastic during the ﬁrst year of
Mechanical Engineering, when I studied in
depth Mathematical Analysis and Geometry,
and

it

comes

always

with

me

through

innumerable accounting and administrative
calculations.
The

music

too

was

combinations

and

calculus:

feelings’

vehicle

but
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for

me
that

also

at

once

can

be

aesthetic

contemplation of the “forms” without any
purpose except itself.
Just these were the obstacles that mostly
alienated me from the “professional” approach
of

a

musical

instrument

during

my

Conservatory’s years: maybe I was too much
calculator,

unsuitable

to

confront

with

a

panorama and a repertory that nowadays is
yet at the top (specially in the piano and
chamber context), represented by the biggest
Romantic-aged composers... I can say that my
perception was stopped at Baroque... and from
there it jumped directly to now.
My tendency was abstraction and “perfect
form” research: for this reason I have a sort of
diﬃculty in composing music directly seated
in

front

of

my

instrument

(piano)

or

improvising with my guitar, rather I prefer to
elaborate harmonic and melodic sequences on
my notebook, writing notes on the so ware’s
staff.
Then I found me eighteen, pending the
secondary school’s diploma, attending the
eight Piano Conservatory’s course: at the end I
le

the instrument’s class, I took information

about

Composition’s

class

and

ﬁnally

I

realized that it was a very exhausting course
(ten years) and it prevailed an extremely
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practice interest, I chose the way I thought the
safest for work and I enrolled at Mechanical
Engineering.
As one year passed, I realized that my
interest in Mathematics and combinatorics
calculus did not ﬁnd in that Faculty its optimal
development: I related me with diﬀerent
concepts like Physics and Mechanics, less
abstract and more concrete, and then (always
researching that way I thought the most
natural and consonant with my character and
at the same time that way that permitted me
some working prospects) I enrolled me at
Economics and Law, that I ﬁnished with
success after four academical years.
And now here I am to sum up my
compositional life: during these years my
research has never stopped and (with up and
down) has produced continuously various
works.
My practice and concrete nature has always
urged me to works to objectives, rarely
without a precise target: and so I have
participated

in

various

national

and

international contests, studying in depth from
time to time particular musical genre or
particular orchestration modalities.
Going further I’m going to tell the details of
21

my works, their genesis and modalities I used
to come to their creations and publishing.

[1] http://www.iacopodelpanta.com/
[2] For definition and close examination of “three-soundschords” see Renato Dionisi, "Lezioni di Armonia
Complementare", pag. 3 and further.
[3] About this theme see Giovanna Garbuio, "Mamma in
divenire", Chapter 19 "Figli di successo?", available here:
http://giovannagarbuio.com/mamma-in-divenire/ . In
general, about living with Love like the Essence of all
things, see Giovanna Garbuio, "Ho-oponopono
Occidentale", Chapter 2 "Notizie dalle Hawaii e non solo".
[4] See for example Salvatore Pintacuda, "Acustica
Musicale", Chapter V "Fenomeno dei suoni armonici: sua
causa, sua importanza come base della tonalità e sue
applicazioni nel meccanismo sonoro degli strumenti".
[5] See Renato Dionisi, as mentioned, pag. 22 and further
"Rivolto delle triadi".
[6] For more details see Renato Dionisi, as mentioned, pag.
8 and further "Rapporti fra accordi e scala".
[7] In this case too I have simplified things, this occur in the
most cases but not always. There are in fact numerous
examples, in popular music and in classics too, of very
catchy melodies in which the sensible is “going down”
rather than “going up”. You have to take all that I’m telling
in this book - and I am on the advice to consider this
proposition true in general while studying musical theory with reservations and never “literally”.
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CHAPTER II
FORM AND
SUBSTANCE: MUSIC
IS REALLY
FEELING’S
EXPRESSION?
During my artistic life - through my studies’
years and also nowadays (‘cause they aren’t
ﬁnished yet...) - I was been continuously
answering myself if music represented mainly
such a “vehicle” role to express human fellings
or not: you can say in more analytics terms, if
in the music it had a primary role the
“aesthetic content” or the “exciting” one. It is
quite in evidence that this question were just
apparent and a little ingenuous one, because in
the historical course music had been used in
every sort of human, philosophical, cultural,
religious, social and recreational contest... and
of course it had been making its plentiful use
23

in every ﬁeld, in which surely both an
exclusively “aesthetic” use and an exclusively
“exciting” one...
The point to underline is that music has not
only an “exciting” value: in other words, music
is not only to be used to excite the listener and
to

converge

his/her

feelings

of

love,

homesickness, sadness, gaiety, passion, joy,
euphoria, or in other case to predispose
him/her to meditation, relaxation, or to the
action...
I consider this vision as a tipically romantic
one: nineteenth century (that is romanticism’s
“cradle”) had been charaterized by strong
“pathos” at musical level, which had been
expressed in its highest peaks by many famous
“big”

personalityes

such

as

Chopin,

Mendelssohn, Shubert, Schmann, Listz, ecc...
and it is strongly present also in “classic”
period before romanticism (for example you
can think to some Beethoven’s Piano sonatas).
I think that every listener or studious of this
matter would agree with me in saying that it is
predominant

in

romanticism’s

spirit

the

“exciting” aspect of the music, although it were
framed and “pigeonholed” in perfect, skilful
and innovative forms.
Everybody will be listening a piece of these
24

historical periods of course will be able to
recognise in it an emotion, a feeling: apart
from its logical diagram and its compositive
structure.
In such a sense the music of this historical
period

reﬂects

that

mentality

and

that

spirituality, wich were present in all the
western world of that time at conscious and
subconscious level: such an aptitude to the
“pathos”, to the passion: amorous one but also
political and social ones. A period of great
historical changes, of violent intercontinental
wars, of bleeding ﬁeld battles; a sort of rigid
society, of excessive honour sense, of duel, of
rivalry in love and in affairs...
(I apologize for such a narrative banality, but
this also is included among the play rules of
this book: it is just chatter and I’m feeling free
to be banal too, if the situation is requesting
this...).
Obviously it would be some interest in
asking ourselves, how it had been evolved for
example

Indian

music

during

nineteenth

century, while we were stretched out to listen
Beethoven rather than Chopin, Listzt and so
on... this to say that music is an universal
phenomenon and not only the “harmonic
classic” one, on which our ear has been
25

formed inheriting, since about two hundred
years,

some

bent

in

listening

particular

melodies and harmonies. “Listening bent”,
exactly, that moreover can be widened and
changed, thanks to modern technologies that
allows us to be in connection with a lot of
social-cultural realities in every corner of the
Earth, exploring micro- and macro- cultural
and musical cosmos, very diﬀerent each other.
All this to say that music is an “archetype” of
the society: if society goes in one direction,
music follows it; you can also form the
hypothesis that society could follow music
(within some limits...), thesis that will award an
enormous value to composers’ job.
Today,

at

the

beginning

of

third

millennium, contemporary society has le
behind two world wars, planetary shakes,
economic

maps

that

have

been

entirely

redrawn in few years’ time. By an astrological
view, we are just entered in “Aquarius Era”...
well, there are all the requirements that allows
us to open our minds to new social and artistic
landscapes and to prepare us to enter in a new
horizon and new forms of musical expression,
which since centuries have been outdistancing
romanticism by fulﬁlling many adventures
through twentieth century’s avant-gardes (in
26

classic contest) and the modern diﬀusion of
“new age” musics, that have imported so many
oriental philosophy in our western world (and
here too I understand to have a little exceeded
with the banality of my conclusions...).
The whole humanity is looking for a stylistic
and expressive rebirth, even before than
social, political and economic one. Today we
can consider “outmoded” the perceiving of the
romantic myth of passionate love (maybe a
little possessive?) and all the consequences by
the aesthetic and musical point of view.
As already said, since many centuries by this
time western auditory perception has been
exploring

new

horizons,

beginning

from

“hexatonal” scales [1] and arriving to “twelvetone music” [2] , only to make some examples
through the various landscape of classic and
contemporary music.
Nowadays it happens frequently to listen to
Indian music, that uses quarter-tone and goes
futher our theoretic musical construction.
Therefore contemporary human ear is ready
for every kind of experience: we are arrived to
a point in that it is possible to ask ourselves if
really feeling and “exciting content” are still
predominant for the musical expression.
All

these

things

have
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a

simple

and

immediate

consequence:

speaking

about

music it is not diﬃcult nowadays to run into
deﬁnitions

like

“new-classicism”

and

“baroque-revival”... I personally love baroque
and this rumour couldn’t give me nothing else
than joy and serenity.
I only add that humanity is now making
enormous progress about spiritual sciences
and Soul care: by now they are included in the
“cultural baggage” of more and more people
concepts

like

“Universal

Love”,

“Holistic

Health”, “Ourselves Care”: as the union of
Body, Mind and Soul [3] .
Our society’s “archetype” - allow me to use
this term, although I'm not a specialist in
psychology,

to

mean

the

‘unconscious

common sense’ that unites all mankind - is
evolving towards a higher perception founded
precisely on the values of Universal Love,
Tolerance and Gratitude. There are still many
areas of “gray” but the attitude of mankind is
this and recently it has been opened a new era
in the spiritual history of mankind on Earth ...
and the music can not disregard it.
Later we will see - also through analysis of
my very simple works - how it is clear that
harmony

is

functional

to

this

spiritual

evolution: no longer it poses a passion (pathos)
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because the human race is evolving. Harmony
follows the evolution of man on Earth: it
reﬂects him openness to Universal Love and
follows his renewed need for growth and
spiritual evolution.
(In my small way - and this is crucial! - I
tried to be a mirror of Humanity, transcribing
exactly my perception of the present energies
I feel circulating on Earth level ...).
[1] The hexa-tone scale, unlike the diatonic one we all know
(i.e. what you play on the piano white keys playing the
“classic” C - D - E - F - G - A - B - C), consists instead of 6
sounds, all at the same distance of a tone apart: you can get
it counting the white keys like those blacks, that is in
practice playing the notes C - D - E - F # (black key) - G #
(black key) - A # (black key) and C again. In Western music
that technique was famously introduced and used by
Debussy. For further details see also Diether de la Motte,
"Manuale di Armonia", Chapter 9 "Debussy (1900-1918)".
[2] See Diether de la Motte, mentioned work, Chapter 10
"Da Schoenberg (1914) ad oggi".
[3] See in this regard many outstanding contributions that I
mentioned in the bibliography "enlarged" at the bottom of
this my simple text.
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CHAPTER III
BEGINNING TO
ANALYZE!
Now I would like to study in deep my
compositional process, giving a glimpse of
them and writing the transcript of a short
audio-guide

I

recorded

to

explain

some

passages of one of my major works: "Fantasia
and Fugue for Orchestra" [1]. Here is the
transcript (more or less complete), no matter if
it can appear a little unclear, I will return to
these concepts forward in the book.
(I have transcribed almost the complete
original text of my conversation, leaving trace
of the position of musical examples and
inﬂections of speech, that shows even a little
embarrassed for having approached, in a nonschool

properly

recklessness,

to

and

with

concepts

so

a

little

reﬁned

of
and

complex ...).
***
"[00:00] Hello everyone, I would like to recount
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the experience of how I created this site and this
piece “Fantasia and Fugue for Orchestra”, that I'm
carrying on for about 15 years ... So I have prepared
5 fragments to analyze, we will make some
considerations - this is in direct audio recording
while I'm walking around Bologna – however I
have in mind all the fragments and it will be easy to
explain their nature and their analysis.
So, I worked at this piece for many years ... I feel
the need to cultivate counterpoint’s study, I studied
harmony

at

Conservatory,

Complementary

Harmony, and I was led by some very competent
teachers and a er I continued my studies on
manuals and so on ... And I would like to mention
the work “So You Want to Write a Fugue” by Glenn
Gould calling on writing a Fugue for the sake of it,
without knowing exactly all the rules; now I have
not a cultural background and I have not studied
just speciﬁcally how to build a Fugue, in any way I
know

the

basic

principles

of

harmony

and

counterpoint, but I relied more on my feelings,
satisfaction that gave me this compositional process,
and the work that I propose is in fact born in
different years, I have created small pieces, the main
theme (that will be the second part, "Fugato") is a
theme that I composed about ﬁ een years ago and
with many adaptations, especially when I was
writing it I have tried to adapt the theme precisely
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to the various aspects that will be generated in
subsequent developments including for example the
issue of the inverse proposition and through the time
it has reached its ﬁnal form. Continuing over the
years I added other sections combining several
pieces I had written at diﬀerent times and in the
end ... this final work "Fantasia and Fugue" in fact.
The Fantasy is composed of an introduction, a
"Fugato" and a ﬁrst attempt to Fugue, but resolves
quickly without the typical structure of a Fugue,
especially development and closing ("Stretti").
The last section will be the Fugue in which there
will be a brief development, but the exposure is well
done in four parts, and especially the closing
concludes the work in a rather solemn and
sophisticated manner.
Here we can continue the discussion with the
example that I prepared at the table.
[3:30] example 1 (introduction)
[4.10] So in the ﬁrst (Example 1) is the start of my
work, although this was built with technique of
fugue, counterpoint, and although it is much easier:
that is a simple exposure with three voices and the
theme is then taken from various parts of the
orchestra. The function of this ﬁrst part is
introductory and is trivial own.
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[4:45] Example 2
[5:50] But in example 2 you can see the real
fugue, in the example I put only exposure to four
voices, obviously it had been composed at piano and
so I had played just four voices on the keyboard, for
orchestral purposes I also fragmented entries in
some instruments, just trying to move items within
the same category of instruments, so in reality only
four voices are played a bit by all the instruments of
the orchestra. I do not know if this is reasonable, it
is permitted, but the eﬀect seemed good in terms of
“music together”.
Here

the

subject

is

particularly

complex,

especially the second part of the subject in which
there are all those jumps, the harmony is that of a
diminished seventh, and obviously this is complex to
manage, especially in the phase of counterpoint with
the answer and the free parts. For this exposure it is
complete, and in particular the third voice and
especially the fourth are introduced by a number of
diversions, to free parts which prolong a bit this
exposure, especially the fourth entry at the bass is
particularly expected.
I was not able (just cause of my limit) to pursue
technical development with a subject and a
countersubject of this complexity, so in fact it was
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called a “Fugato”, a short introduction in which the
exposure is good and all the rest is in very free form.
In particular, it is more like a Canon, there are
various modulations and one of the most interesting
perhaps is the revival on bass, this marks the entry
of piano, the theme inverted, with inversion of the
classical period of Bach, is the theme mirror which
intersects with other items. And here it should be
the example.
[08.15] Example 3
[08:30] Then another feature of this part is the
ﬁnal modulation leading to C major, carefully
designed in all the details, a few bars but cured to
perfection, and at the end (follow example) here we
go practically already under the Fugue.
[8:55] Example 4
[9:30] This part is a "fake", because the various
parties try to give rise to Fugue, but were
unsuccessful. Whereby a er an exposure to three
entries follow a series of imitations with which are
explored (more than anything else) the various
timbres of the entire orchestra. It is substantially the
same theme in a very basic form (rather simple form
of composition), is proposed without even modular,
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so just an imitation in melody, between the various
parts (ﬂutes, brass, woodwinds, in short a bit of all
...), so this is the most elementary, perhaps a bit too
much repetitive of the whole work, that serves
precisely to create dialogue between the various
instruments. This is just such a part, mediation,
without depth or harmonic counterpoint. A er
ﬁnally starts the real Fugue: cause of my limit in
theoretical knowledge, it is unfortunately limited to
a limited exposure as possible rigorous, four-part ...
[10:35] example 5
[11:20] ... and then there is a very short
development, truly elementary, because I wanted to
devote more space, a lot of space to closing (Stretti)
to a ﬁnal written in a more symphonic, more
articulate manner.
Here is the beginning of real Fugue, it is the latest
example that I made because the ﬁnal note, failing
development, giving much space to the closing and
then a series of cadences of deception, or the
entrance of Timpani, must be a little a surprise
ending that takes in some way the character of
fantasy, here I titled Fantasia because there was a
deﬁnite shape. There's this sort of ultimate Fugue,
even if more than one fugue it is a series of
experiments conducted with rules that are most
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emotional ones than classic traditional ones about
counterpoint. So I decided to give no example of the
ﬁnal leaving the listener just as curious to ﬁnd out,
you know ...”
[1] Available here:
http://www.iacopodelpanta.com/2013/10/06/una-provadi-concentrazione-e-di-coordinamento-generale/
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CHAPTER IV
COUNTERPOINT AND
FUGUE (ID EST WHAT
I INTEND AS
HORIZONTAL
HARMONY)
Ever since I was a child I had a piano at
home, I had so many methods of study on
which my grandmother had studied, many
books of classical music, songs, bagatelles and
everything that my grandmother could play to
entertain

his

familiar

audience,

my

grandfather front row, in period between
years 1950-1980.
However I remember very well that I was
not aﬀected by any of this: not mazurkas by
Chopin, not Beethoven bagatelle, nor even
Waltz of Strauss or any teaching method, nor
ﬁnally pop music pieces, songs and danceable
music. Reports: only on this I was interested,
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by the strange eﬀect that resulted in me
hearing few notes in relation to others. I
remember very well that I spent evenings
playing melodies that proceeded for third, on
the scale of G minor, playing with the
sensitive

altered

(F

sharp)

or

natural

(F

natural). Soon I also played some organ works
by J.S. Bach, my favorite Toccata and Fugue in
D Minor, in particular the developments in the
run where I remained fascinated by the
variations that I played on keyboard, adding
that part of the pedal that of course I could not
play on piano where the pedal does not exist!
All this on a purely intuitive: I did not know
the Harmony but WELL knew the eﬀect they
produced in my hearing, few notes combined
with each other. Concepts that years later I
found in the book "The Glenn Gould reader"
("L'Ala del Turbine Intelligente" in the Italian
version) written by the famous Glenn Gould,
pianist,

composer,

and

more

generally

distinguished esthete of the twentieth century
in which we ALL look like a Light, a Master.
Years later I realized that those steps had
names, were grades of scales, chords, cadences
and progressions and that in general were
written voluminous books on what is called
harmonic analysis, a discipline that uses a
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complex language, indecipherable symbols
and search to give an organic form to those
feelings, that so naively for my baby-ear were
so clear and so obvious.
That said, I wish to state that I HAVE NOT
STUDIED those books in a systematic manner
(although I read many of them with great
interest) because my life has taken a diﬀerent
turn, other experiences, other environments
and other contexts.
However over the years I have kept alive the
wonder and a sense of cancellation about
harmonic progressions and cadences. More
generally, I was fascinated by every set of steps
that can be deﬁned as 'Harmony Horizontal'
and I heard a lot, for example in the works of
J.S. Bach. In practice, this term deﬁnes those
harmonies (which generally correspond to the
chords) that are not produced by playing all
the notes together and simultaneously, as if
they were one (classical arrangements of C
major, F major, etc. played to piano or guitar
for example, as an accompaniment to the
songs) but that are determined based on the
intersection of diﬀerent melodic lines that are
played or sung simultaneously. Just the fact
that

diﬀerent

melodic

lines

(that

is,

by

definition HORIZONTAL written horizontally
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on the score) are played simultaneously (each
with its own rules and following the principles
of proper melodic development) leads to the
formation of 'chords' (which can be read in
VERTICAL)

that

creating

and

discarding

extemporaneously or less, giving rise to so
true harmonic progressions like the classic
chords played on the piano. This summary in
the

base

of

COUNTERPOINT:

meaning

POINT AGAINST POINT notation to indicate
the score of a note (in the form of POINT)
which is opposed to another note (in the form
of STEP) according to a certain logic [1].
Obviously

there

counterpoint

and

are

various

amp

and

species
too

of

detailed

manuals of all possible combinations of notes
that can be obtained; and suﬃcient to observe
that the most frequent cases are those with
two, three, four or ﬁve items, even if for
example the majority of compositional works
for keyboard of J.S. Bach are three or four
entries. Writing for four voices in fact it is very
common

because

it

corresponds

to

the

classical training of the four-part choral and
corresponds to the voices sing the SOPRANO
(S), ALTO (A), TENORE (T) and BASSO (B)
from which the 'indication SATB choir that
corresponds to the aforementioned formation
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and training. Obviously Soprano and Alto are
female voices, Tenor and Bass are male voices,
Soprano reads in G-CLEF (the classical clef),
Alto

in

CONTRALTO

CLEF

(the

'three'

inverted), Tenor in TENOR-CLEF and Bass in
BASS-CLEF (spiral-form): perhaps excuse the
excessive simpliﬁcation, remember that clefs
are seven, so much so that we talk about
Setticlavio (Seven-Clefs).
Coming back to the Fugue, it was necessary
to

do

this

little

example

in

terms

of

counterpoint. Now I can not explain how to
discuss about Fugue, I can not do it and we
should get to the eighth year of composition to
be able to quibble appropriately; what I want
to do is give a little taste of the power and
charm of this musical form that also has
characters of introspection and meditation
bringing the listener into an abstract, ethereal
and spiritual dimension.
The very simple concept is this: you start
with a melody (known SUBJECT) to which an
answer is given (so called countersubject). The
entire fugue will be a run-up (or rather a
Fugue) of these two elements that will try all
the time to combine in various ways. Subject
and countersubject will be played or sung in
many diﬀerent ways, from diﬀerent voices
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and instruments, will be shortened, inverted,
upside down cross, but they will never lose the
initial harmonic and melodic "voltage".
From what I know, it is crucial that the
subject in his ﬁrst appearance to the key
modules of the dominant (in other words a
melody in C major to G major will come with
a CADENCE). I will speak of the modulations
in a later chapter. When the melody will come
to the G major (and therefore appear that an
F-sharp is the SENSIBLE of G major), will start
on another voice the same melody of the
subject

in

the

key

of

G

major,

which

essentially repeated the subject in another key
. The ﬁrst item, which bore the subject in C
major, then answer the second item, that
brings

the

subject

in

G

major,

with

countersubject in G major. It is therefore
evident

that

the

subject

and

the

countersubject, to be compatible with one
another,

not

only

must

be

melodically

consistent (one must be the response of the
other), but must also have that particular
melody

that

superimposed

allows

the

vertically,

two
the

voices,

rise

of

if
the

harmonies of sense, and also should not give
rise to 'errors' which harmonic fifth and eighth
parallel, simultaneous jumps of the soprano
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and bass, false reports, etc ... (for these
technicalities would refer to a manual of
counterpoint

and

composition).

All

this

bearing in mind that the same melodies create
harmony eﬀects diﬀerent if one is above and
the other below, or vice versa, because such
"C-G" are a ﬁ h and "G-C" and a fourth
harmonic mean something totally different.
Having said that, immediately a er the
DISPLAY subject and countersubject, will join
other items that will continue to present the
subject and countersubject in other colors: for
example it is estimated that a er the ﬁrst
exposure to the two voices will modulate back
to C major, where will enter the third entry
with the subject, and then the whole thing will
modulate to the subdominant (F major) he
enters the fourth entry with the subject.
Importantly, once an item has presented the
subject and then countersubject, will no longer
be bound to a trend obliged but will give rise
to so-called PARTS FREE, or can move freely
to follow and satisfy the trend quite melodic
and harmonic .
Once the ﬁrst phase EXPOSURE where each
item comes presenting the subject (and the
entry immediately preceding respond with
countersubject),

it

opens
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the

stage

of

Development,
conclusion

to

marked

be

followed

by

the

by

the

presence

of

STRAITS. I note simply that the development
includes all the processing that the melodic
and harmonic material allows you to make
and it is le

to the creativity and technical

mastery of the composer, the closing instead
represent the point at which the subject is
presented a short distance from the voices and
it

is

symptomatic

of

the

forthcoming

conclusion of the composition.
For a brief practical example, anyone with a
modicum

of

familiarity

with

the

piano

keyboard can play a tune elementary (S
Subject) on the piano in C major (only on the
white keys for instance). At that point he could
play the same tune of ﬁve white keys, moving
upwards (if ﬁrst started from C now start from
G), with the foresight to play the F-sharp
(black button) instead of the F natural. And
with the other hand it will play a further
melody (C countersubject) that is put on ﬁrst.
At that point will make a brief tour of notes
(Modulation) which will sound the F natural
state (return to C major), and then with one
hand will play again the ﬁrst melody (S) to the
bottom exactly the same as the ﬁrst time,
while with the other hand it will play the
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second melody (C) moved ﬁve notes down (ie
countersubject in C major), and also with one
of the two hands play a new melody (free part)
to give continuity to the initial melody that
has ﬁnished his required function. And we are
three ... now you should add an additional
entry and would reach the four items: the
standard for keyboard compositions by J.S.
Bach.
(I know that may seem a bit too much to
speak of simplicity in a process of this kind and in fact is not simple - but baste an
elementary contrapuntal texture is possible to
do - I did even I! - And certainly it is more
diﬃcult to said than done. In other words,
playing melodies on the piano the ear comes
to

us

and

almost

instinctively

perceive

harmonic voltage of the ﬂight and echoes
between the various items as they enter in
different shades).
In my work I have tried to respect this
scheme, adapting it to chamber and orchestral.
My paradigm is always writing in four parts,
which I tried to create trusting to my common
sense, seeking a balance of voices and manuals
in hand, trying to avoid the most frequent
errors of composition.
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[1] See for a discussion Caforio, Passannanti, Caforio,
Passannanti, "L'Alfabeto dell'Ascolto. Elementi di
grammatica musicale", Chapter 3 "Principii d'Armonia e
Contrappunto".
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CHAPTER V
MODULATION (ID
EST THE MOST
IMPORTANT THING
IN HARMONY)
The modulation is really the "anchor key" of
each harmonious construct, that makes the
composition living and dynamic and can
structure organically the "macro sections" of
the composition, through the tonal relations
among its members, as well as proceeding
thorough process of "chisel" to "micro" level
going to put those small alterations to the
melody that, in fact, enrich the harmonic
content

with

small

and

"impromptu"

deviations from its purely tonal scope.
For those not too familiar with music
theory,

I

Modulation

remember
is

the

that

the

harmonic

phenomenon

that

CHANGES THE TONALITY. Tonalty is the
set of relationships between notes identifying,
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within the traditional harmony, the frame of
reference of all the chord progressions and
melodic perceived by the listener. In other
words, for example, who sounded the "round
of C" on the piano or the guitar would sound
in succession these chords:
C major (first grade or key-note),
A minor (sixth grade),
F major (fourth grade),
G major (fifth grade),
C major (first grade).
All these grades are in fact referring to the
system of C major which represents the
reference pitch.
Similarly, if we wanted to play the round of
D major, just count the degrees starting from
the key-note ("King") D:
D major (first grade),
B minor (sixth grade),
G major (fourth grade), etc ...
If some songs of pop music may base very
well their harmony on "C-round" (consisting
essentially in the four scale degrees that make
up the perfect cadence [1]), a very diﬀerent
story is for a composition such as a Fugue that
requires instead (because of its constitutive
structure) several key changes. Actually, these
changes are continuous and can be of varying
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extent

and

nature:

some

of

these

have

structural character and are well marked by
appropriate

CADENCES

within

the

composition (for example, the modulation of
the ﬁrst entry that leads to the entrance of the
second in the "shade" of the dominant with the
corresponding

counter-subject);

others

are

transitional and ﬂeeting; others are changes
that are determined by the intersection of
voices and melodies can provide some degree
of ambiguity, so much that in some cases it is
possible to speak of tonal UNCERTAINTY.
This phenomenon occurs especially when
you

have

all

the

items

and

move

simultaneously melodies of great complexity,
according
patterns:

progressions
in

some

or

cases

predetermined

the

human

ear

perceives a kind of ambiguity due to an
uncertain and ambiguous harmonic texture,
where the notes can take various valences and
do not have a clear meaning: for the success of
the composition is necessary that these steps
resolve quickly in a more clear and deﬁned
tonal scope in which the listener's ear will be
able to ﬁnd points of reference on which base
their harmonic perception.
Technically modulation can be achieved
through

diﬀerent

techniques:
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the

most

common is to use common chords of different
shades, or colors (i.e. movements of adjacent
notes

of

a

semitone)

or

particular

combinations of seventh chords. In this sense
they ﬁt such French cadences, the Neapolitan
sixth and the fundamental concept of the
dominant of the dominant ruling, referring
inevitably to a specialist manual on such
topics.
The bottom line is that modulation always
starts from a misunderstanding by a two-way
that creates a distraction in the human ear
(which tends to reason for inaction in the
same shades) and which then leads to the
deviation harmonic. Change that to become
certain

and

deﬁnitive

must

always

CONFIRMED

by

CONFIRMATION
arrival

key.

For

CADENCE in
this

the

innovative

new
and

unpredictable modulation is the main tool to
enrich the piece, creating and breaking news
in the perception of the listener, but should be
used with caution knowing that the human ear
expects
HARMONIC

CONTINUITY

and

STABILITY and distraction of

this expectation must be done with awareness
and knowledge of the facts and NEVER
RANDOM.
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To use terminology borrowed from the
world

of

chess:

NEVER

GIVE

CHECK

WITHOUT PURPOSE.
Modulation ﬁnally possesses the powerful
alchemy of shades to jump far apart in a few
steps, and this is done through a variety of
techniques

including

the

use

of

stands

diminished sevenths which have a character of
strong HARMONIC AMBIGUITY: the wise use
of these techniques allow you to return the
piece in the line of shade plant even a er
complicated

harmonic

turns

that

led

to

distances distant tonal perception of the
listener. This is a powerful alchemy present in
the music, you can leave the facility with
various shades of harmonic turns and then, in
a few step, return to the starting point along a
road

much

shorter,

however

valid

and

perfectly perceived by the listener.
[1] That as we said is composed of the first degree (e.g. C
major), the fourth grade (F major), the fifth grade (G major)
and finally return to C major (key-note). The F major is in
this case preceded by the sixth degree (minor) that is
harmonically similar to C major and also to F major (two
notes in common with both), and therefore lends itself well
to being a transition accord between first and fifth degree
of the scale.
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CHAPTER VI
MY PERSONAL
APPROACH TO
COMPOSITION
TECHNIQUES AND
ORCHESTRATION
A er telling the sum of my knowledge in
the harmonic and contrapuntal ﬁeld, now I
can talk about how I came to the creation of
my compositions.
All born with an ACT OF CONFIDENCE in
my abilities and particularly in my intuitions,
since I have no real and substantial experience
from ﬁeld in composing, I tried to make up
for

these

deﬁciencies

as

best

I

could.

Obviously my strength was knowledge of the
works of J.S. Bach, and in particular of
keyboard works and especially of those for
harpsichord

I

studied

at

Conservatory:

Inventions two and three voices, French
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Suites, English Suites, the Well-Tempered
Clavier, in addition to Goldberg Variations
that always I study as an autodidact. I am thus
able to become aware in a rather empirical of
a huge database of cases and solutions, which
is married in admirable fashion with my
passion

for

the

classical

harmony

and

counterpoint. And in fact when I found myself
in the Conservatory to experiment with the
works of Schumann, Debussy, etc ... my
interest is much lower.
From here the ﬁrst big problem: since
almost

all

my

works

were

created

on

commission, or rather to respond to speciﬁc
calls for proposals, with Organic default and in
most cases chamber or symphonic one, I had
to INVENT a way to turn my empirical
knowledge 'for four voices' in tools capable of
giving

life

to

chamber

music

and

even

symphonic scores. And here I had to take the
leap ... as a student of the Conservatory, with a
nice nine Complementary Harmony and 7year

study

of

the

Course

of

Piano,

in

Composer alleged professional who has dealt
in

the

most

competitions,

also

famous
reporting

international
some

minor

success as the qualiﬁcation of the Finalists of
an important international competition of
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sacred music held in Italy in 2012.
I am totally committed to my instincts and
my creativity, a er all I had nothing to lose ... I
started writing music when I was about 12
years, the ﬁrst sketches date back to many
years before but had no consistency as to be
considered valid for my purposes.
My ﬁrst attempts are chorales for four
voices that I wrote shortly a er having
completed the course of Harmony, the aim
was to develop a set of completely original
theme that I had accumulated over the years,
applying the knowledge I had learned in the
conservatory. These experiments then format
the ﬁve pieces I've gathered in the work FIVE
SMALL PIECES precisely: collect years of
experimentation and form the basis of my
harmonic and contrapuntal calculations, even
if their structure is very simple and it is my
ﬁrst encounter with the world of composition.
Among other things they were written in a
totally

abstract,

and

the

voices

were

MOUNTED on computer without having the
slightest knowledge of how they could be
performed on the piano or on a keyboard,
then the execution of this work is not
particularly easy. Moreover I knew that there
were very complex polyphonic compositions
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written expressly for the piano, taking account
of

the

speciﬁc

traditionally,

the

techniques,
repertoire

whereas
of

Bach

transcends the instrumental nature (Bach's
compositions are known to run on any
musical instrument!) and are also an exercise
in abstract form of conceptual, and so it is
known that they are the most universally
representative works of aesthetic value of the
fugue.
The next step a er 'Five Little Pieces' was to
transcend the theoretical approach learned in
the Conservatory, summarized in the correct
writing of the chorales in four voices, to get to
more aesthetically complex and elaborate
destinations: in other words the Fugue. I
confess that writing a fugue has always been
an ambition of mine: What a time that I
thought it was impossible ... but listening to
the work of Glenn Gould 'SO YOU WANT TO
WRITE A FUGUE' to point me in that
direction.
In fact almost everything I wrote later than
"Five Little Pieces" have been attempts (more
or less successful according to the level of
complexity that from time to time I set to
reach) to write works that somehow had to do
with the shape of the Fugue. This regard my
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compositions spontaneous and free.
Among

the

compositions

instead

of

'controlled' for the purpose of competition are
my major piano works, the CANON IN C and
MELODY IN

SOL

and

above

the

work

chamber DREAMS MACHINE which I will
discuss in the next chapter.
The pinnacle of my (somewhat absurd and
risky) compositional skills I reached with
FANTASY AND FUGUE FOR ORCHESTRA, I
have already shown the transcript my audio
guide. Commissioned for a symphonic music
contest, I picked up this work in a series of
sketches and solutions that worked in a
fragmented time for many years, more or less
ﬁ een. The subject of the Fugue was varied
many times, more or less about ten, to adapt it
from time to time the needs required by
interlocking with the contrapuntal countersubject in the later stages of the composition. I
decided to take a rigorous and severe style,
trying to avoid all major mistakes and to
always use the four voices by deploying the
full potential of my creative thinking. How did
you read in the transcript, I used all forms of
composition of my knowledge, the reversed
subject, melodic and modulating progressions
and ALL the harmonic artiﬁces on which I was
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aware.
The original sketch of this work (its creative
core) was written in four parts: the main
problem that I faced was to obtain an
orchestral score.
I thought that the most logical solution was
this: I have available a strong and concentrated
in dense contrapuntal and harmonic material,
a score in four shares always full and dense ...
So why not dilute everything in a more
relaxed orchestral score? So I did, I chopped
the

subjects,

subsequent

counter-subjects

processing

of

and

the

all

various

orchestral instruments, in a process of oneway ... It would be very diﬃcult from
fragmentation
nucleus

...

to

And

reconstruct
plus

I

the

added

original
melodic

progressions, of immediate and perceptual
identiﬁcation, where some tools of the same
family dialogue.
Apart
unique

from

this

experiment

complex
of

and

perhaps

composition,

the

remaining part of my work is more immediate
and less 'searching the complication '...
There is for example the QUINTET FOR
STRINGS IN C MAJOR, born from writing a
quartet originally dedicated to my father, who
added depth pizzicato bass line with the
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ambition to add a touch of jazz at all ... In the
same vein it ﬁts the dense D QUARTET which
is nothing else than a four voices Fugue: here
too the harmonic density of all allowed me to
use of this contrapuntal material to create a
work of greater elaborative thickness which
was made for an international competition
theme, DER ROSENGARTEN.
Instead I omit the piano compositions and
the WORLD MUSIC beyond this counterpoint
research:

they

were

written

mostly

with

HEART and do not require a theoretical
comment, but rather a passionate listening [1].
I

am

only

saying

that

the

FIESTA

FLAMENCA EN CADIZ I wrote it for a
competition of world music putting all my
passion for ﬂamenco, even though I mixed the
traditional accompaniment of the guitar with
the piano to which the parties have entrusted
the RASGUEO while the guitar solo plays
"Falsetas".
[1] On the focus of positive feelings related to the
realization of a product intended for public distribution,
we recommend listening to guided meditation Sandro
Flora "Aumenta le vendite con Ho'oponopono" available
here: http://www.vendereconhooponopono.com/
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CHAPTER VII
SOUNDTRACKS,
MUSIC & MOVIES:
WHEN THE MUSIC
GOES TO REAR
I dedicate this chapter to my for now unique
ﬁlm

experiment,

DREAMS

MACHINE,

commissioned for a ﬁlm music competition as
it

was

written

as

background

music

(soundtrack) for a television drama. As a true
cra sman with very few available tools (even
though I did not miss some indispensable
so ware for a professional composer ...) I
wrote soundtrack taking notes on paper and
keeping the seconds of every scene, scene
changes, main lines, etc ... The real creative
miracle was to turn into music the emotions of
the ﬁlm sequence ... and there he worked my
imagination and my HEART rather than my
rational mind. The result was a dense track,
consisting of two parts as the sequence that
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had set to music: the ﬁrst slow and meditative,
the second of an incredible density and a
strong emotional tension ... I do not believe to
have the capacity to create such a work,
accustomed as I was to think in terms of
intervals, progressions, cadences and mistakes
to avoid ... And instead the result was exactly
the opposite, a sliding, linear, dense and deep
track!
It was clear that ﬁlm sequence had the aim
to unlock my imagination, and especially to
divert my attention by the huge amount of
rules and LOOP who continued to turn in my
head during the development of the musical
texture ... For the ﬁrst time I was able to
overcome the rigidity of composition manual
and go into a completely new ﬁeld for me: I
abandoned outer space where are enclosed the
mysteries of human creativity, accessible only
with the search for the PERFECT SHAPE and
total disregard of the feeling, to immerse
myself instead in a ﬁeld as vast and deep, that
of ... FEELING !!!
So from abstract contrapuntist I became a
romantic dreamer, I abandoned the complex
seductions of counterpoint and inextricable
relationship between notes, leaving open the
divination of those REPORTS that both have
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been investigated over the years in search of
their exact deﬁnition and a rational theoretical
explanation ... to go into a ﬁeld just as elusive
and mysterious, the human soul and the
complex

facets

of

the

personality

of

individuals, feelings and impulses that move
people and their RELATIONSHIPS. This was
for me the experience of MUSIC FOR THE
CINEMA, which marked a profound change in
my

compositional

experience

and

even

human ... Actually I had already had some
experience of ﬁlm production as secretary
production and small extras in short ﬁlms, but
I was still missing the musicological approach
as a soundtrack composer.
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CHAPTER VIII
MY FLUCTUATING
RELATIONSHIP WITH
MUSIC: THIS IS
TRUE THAT ART DOES
IMITATE LIFE?
I

was

born

with

piano

at

home,

my

grandmother played it, and since I was four I
learned to play by myself and extricate the
complex world of instrumental polyphony of
Bach. Only twelve years old I started taking
private piano lessons, in three years I enrolled
in the ﬁ h year Conservatory, and in the next
two

years

I

went

continuing to study
Music

History,

to

the

High

School,

Piano, Harmony and

participated

in

regional

competitions and national ones and arriving
fourth at National Competition for Young
Pianists of the City of Pisa. Then I let the
music and the Conservatory, I enrolled in
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Mechanical Engineering, gave four exams in
one year and the next year I changed my
faculties and I enrolled in Economics ... I
graduated in four years and a er several jobs
Today I'm a chartered accountant ... and
evening study classical guitar and ﬂamenco ...
A really complicated story and above all
seemingly devoid of that thread that does not
seem to connect my life experiences ... [1]
Yet there must be a logic, and can only be
one that is true that is ALWAYS art imitating
life and never the other way: so for loving Art
is necessary to live, because just living you can
have something to say ... But that I realized
a er living a number of experiences that - at
least and apparently in the most "traditional"
of this term - had nothing of art! In short, the
music did not really have never sought, it
found it precisely at times when I was focused
on anything ... Today I realized that I have to
go along and I can not pretend it does not
exist, we live in a kind of symbiosis and
exchange ... I think about my life, trying to
develop in the best way the potential of my
person in the context I ﬁnd myself, without
ever forgetting that music is PERFECT SHAPE
research

and

can

be

ALSO

FEELING

expression ... and then physiologically certain
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times I go with it and let the inspiration ﬂow
freely through me: it is then that the works are
born and are transcribed, but only then and
not ﬁrst, it would not be possible for me to
compose a piece for a living or for the
committee: I would not have the tools and in
any case I would not be able [2]. I'd rather be
what

I

am:

passionate

about

life

and

OCCASIONALLY composer in all those times
when inspiration is asking me to give a written
form to certain ideas that are presented to me
at the door and ask to be born ...
[1] For a more in-depth and articulate issues related to the
dynamics of personal growth, please refer to Silvia Paola
Mussini, "Non datemi consigli Devo sbagliare da me", here
available:
http://silviapaolamussini.com/nondatemiconsigli/
[2] Even during the competitions I have often adapted to
the organic and the required form compositions already
somehow designed, maybe not in their entirety, but which
in any case I had already somehow sketched the theme and
the main structure.
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CHAPTER IX
AN HAPPY END: A
"BUCKET" OF COLOR
IN... MUSIC!
Let me conclude this very little dissertation
about formal music with a brief reference to a
technique that I just started to use ... I am
always impressed those people who paint
throwing baskets of paint on the canvas, or
even simply "whitening" the walls of the house
throwing buckets the desired color on the
walls to repaint ...
A few days ago I found myself in the
circumstance of a work process, I already had
in mind a very complex musical theme, but I
had little time and certainly I had not a
particular desire to sit up at a table in front of
my

notebook,

to

calculate

intervals

and

proceed very slowly in my numerical counts..
Then I thought, if I were a painter, would be
the classic situation where I really want to
throw a basket of paint on canvas ... and then I
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had this idea ... Just like the painter who
obtains the color and throws it on the canvas,
so I had already procured the theme song and
"threw"

the

score

by

one

very

controversial tool... the COPY-PASTE !!! So I
copied it in diﬀerent sauces, diﬀerent heights,
mode and variegated shades, simultaneously
or not ... in short, creating a nice potpourri of
music fragments. For me, the eﬀect was just
what I wanted ... I just some minor adaptations
to

not

make

it

too

unpleasant

some

combinations and melodic harmonic not just
school, but the spirit remained that of "bucket
COLOR" ... We will see if this technique will be
successful ... who will follow my latest works
will at least get over him own personal idea.
Thanks to all of you that you have arrived up
to here !!!
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